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  . .) 2. Go to the following key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\FSX 3.
Double-click on Uninstall WinFSX. 4. There should be an entry called {4B044536-4BEA-11D1-BCB0-00A0C91E2940} with a

value of 1 or 0 (I’ve seen both). 5. When that's done, restart and try loading FSX again. It should run normally! ... And the
TL;DR: Shut down your computer (do it properly, or you could accidentally start Windows) Close the FSX.exe file Restart your

computer Load FSX in Windows (no need to restart) Enjoy your plane. Q: Adding $.getJSON to document.ready I have the
following script at the top of my HTML document, and it does not seem to work. I read that you have to put it into a

document.ready function, but I am still getting this error in the console: Uncaught TypeError: Cannot read property 'error' of
undefined $.getJSON('', function(data) { console.log(data); }); A: You can't mix a script type="text/javascript" and

$(document).ready() together, so you need to put your code into a separate script element: $.getJSON('', function(data) {
console.log(data); }); It's also a good idea to put this code in a separate file (like a.js file) in order to keep your HTML page

more clean. The reason it doesn't work is because the $.getJSON() function is asynchronous, and the document.ready event is
fired before it is ready. In my second attempt to actually register my domain name (Life is Strange being my second game after

Anna and Elsa), I’ve been going through the steps to get it. To me, registering your domain name isn’ 82157476af
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